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"These days, many Network Security Solutions are decent; they meet
most security requirements, as part of a checklist...but IAN goes
beyond, virtually eliminating 3rd and 4th order vulnerabilities and 
taking ZTNA to a new – and very cost effective – level…a MUST HAVE for 
any innovative and forward-looking organization.”
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03 INFINITY ADAPTIVE NETWORKS (IAN)

INFINITY ADAPTIVE NETWORKS (IAN)
Infinity Technology's IAN (Infinity Adaptive Networks) was created and fielded in 
2015 to solve unique U.S. Government mission requirements by enabling users 
secure, point-to-point communications over any network of opportunity
(including cellular, WiFi, ethernet, and satellite). IAN's unique attributes include:

Point-to-Point connection – no “man-in-the-middle” 
IPSec – eliminate TLS and its numerous vulnerabilities
Ephemeral Keys – a new key is generated with each connection to eliminate 
key management and the chance of a compromised key

Ongoing development of IAN has yielded a single, software-only Zero Trust 
Network Access (ZTNA) platform that automatically applies network policy and 
automates the PKI certification process to provide On-Demand encrypted data 
transport and network micro-segmentation across numerous enterprise use
cases (VPN, IoT, Micro-Segmentation, Sensors, Mobile Devices, 5G, Mobile Edge 
Computing, and more).

Radically enhances network and data-in-motion security by locking down
public-facing networks
Reduces enterprise network traffic load – no proxies or other components such 
as concentrators or routers
Reduces network latency with peer-to-peer encrypted data transport– no
hair-pinning or unnecessary points of concentration

IAN's lightweight, endpoint software agent doesn't require specialized hardware 
and is centrally managed through the IAN Management Cloud Platform (IMCP). 
The IMCP doesn't require heavy administration, thus reducing the need for 
substantial investment in operations and administration. IAN enables secure
communication throughout an organization, from its end users to their IT resources, 
regardless of where they "reside" - all with a 100% software-only footprint.
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IAN creates an on-demand, micro-segmented infrastructure to facilitate secure
communications between parties. IAN tightly and easily integrates with our enterprise
customers’ existing services and other 3rd party solutions to provide the following 
benefits:

Significantly reduced security operations costs & special hardware costs (e.g.
eliminates legacy VPNs & associated hardware)

Out-of-the-box network-level (Layer 3) IPSec-based AES256 encryption of all 
communications to encrypt any and all IP-based data routed through the IAN interface

Ephemeral PKI certificates that change with each endpoint connection reduce PKI 
certificate attack surface (no static certificates) and associated costs

Radically enhanced network security/ data in motion security by locking down 
public-facing networks from any endpoint that is not IAN-enabled

Eliminates the potential for Man-in-the-Middle (MitM) attacks between 
endpoint communications

Easy integration with existing endpoint, security, application, and
infrastructure components

IAN agents can be automatically or manually deployed to Android, Linux, Mac, 
Windows, RTOS, cloud containers, OpenWRT with x86 and ARM (rpi3) endpoints

IAN Management Cloud Platform (IMCP) is configurable for endpoint agent 
creation, policy assignment, Domain/Group/User, and endpoint provisioning

A single solution to address multiple security use cases – VPN, IoT, Micro-
segmentation, Sensors, Mobile Devices, 5G, Mobile Edge Computing

APIs that enable an ability to manage all aspects of an endpoint’s policy and lifecycle
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IAN uses a One-Time-Use PKI certificate process for all connection setups 
(control & data). Every session renews the cryptographic material securing the 
connection to the IMCP. All enclave connections employ brand new, connection-
specific keys and certificates bound to the enclave ID. In this regard, even
subsequent connections are initiated as new VPN connections with different
cryptographic materials. IAN service agents have a significantly smaller network
footprint than competing solutions. In the case of the majority of TLS and Layer 7
solutions, adversaries scanning your network are able to identify listening 
resources and obtain fingerprints and server information useful for launching 
attacks. Since all IAN enclaves use a mediated setup procedure via the IMCP, 
service clients can avoid responding to any malicious traffic.

IAN agents (virtual network adapters) can be automatically or manually 
deployed to edge devices (cameras, routers, switches, laptops, mobile phones
IAN Management Cloud Platform (IMCP) hosted in AWS (or other hosting 
options: Azure, GCP, Oracle, Hybrid, on-prem) - used for endpoint agent 
creation, policy assignment, creation of Domain/Group/User (who/what can 
connect with who/what) and endpoint provisioning
IAN-enabled, encrypted, point-to-point connections between edge devices 
and back-end endpoints (administrators or operators) to ensure command &
control lockdown via IAN-policy-enabled access, and highly secure transmission
of uncompromised data/text/video feedback to administrators 
The IAN IMCP authentication process (described below) eliminates the 
possibility of malicious actors scanning the network and identifying an IAN-
enabled endpoint, rendering it invisible as a potential target for attack

TECHNOLOGY CONCEPT: IAN is a 100% software-based solution comprised of the
IAN Management Cloud Platform (IMCP), Administrator Web Console, Endpoint
Agents, and APIs described below:

IMCP: Authenticates endpoints and applies real-time policy updates; enforces 
access policies between endpoints/groups of endpoints; automates ephemeral 
digital certificate administration; and manages endpoint and session availability. 
IMCP is cloud-based but can also be run in a data center or containerized “edge” 
cloud. If a bad actor is scanning the network, the IAN agent will not provide a 
response if it is not authorized by the IMCP, rendering that endpoint invisible.
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Web Console: Browser-based UI to enable easy administration of IAN policy and
endpoint lifecycle management.

Endpoint Agents: Lightweight Layer 3 network agents that enable IAN- secured
comms with existing apps/systems via a loose coupling or tight integration,
between any combination of endpoints, services, containers, or network
gateways. No application or hardware modifications are required. Supported
OS's include Linux, Windows, RTOS, Mac OS/iOS, and Android.

APIs: Enable the ability to manage all aspects of an endpoint’s policy and lifecycle.
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The IAN connection process:

3

1

4
5

The Enclave Creation Process consists of
the following steps:

1. After both endpoints are logged in, Endpoint A
(an interactive or autonomous client) initiates
a connection to Endpoint B (a service client).

2. IMCP verifies the device ID, connection 
authorization, and configuration permissions.

3. IMCP creates ephemeral certificates and 
other connection information, then distributes
it to Endpoints A and B.

4. Endpoint A initiates a connection to Endpoint B.
5. Endpoints A and B then securely communicate 

with each other.
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08 ALIGNMENT TO TENETS OF ZERO TRUST

The following notes highlight how IAN exemplifies many of the NIST Zero Trust
Network Architecture standards (NIST 800-27) that enable organizations to
achieve a fully compartmentalized (Zero Trust) methodology without the need for
a large specialized infrastructure of hardware and software.

All data sources and computing services are considered
resources

IAN extends the perimeter of the secure network out to the endpoint devices and
resources (user, cloud, internal) that are secured with IAN agents, regardless of 
whether such endpoints are BYOD or enterprise-owned. IAN is highly versatile
and supports a wide range of configurations, from locking down and controlling
access to each endpoint (user/service/resource) to enabling authenticated &
secure access by an endpoint to a group of resources or services...to many 
other permutations.

All communication is secured regardless of network location

Any and all communications from an IAN-secured endpoint routed through the 
IAN interface are secured with strong encryption at Layer 3, including both IAN 
control connections and Peer-to-Peer data connections, regardless of the location 
of the IAN-enabled endpoint. Each endpoint is authenticated at the time of 
login to the IAN control connection, and the policy is pushed down to the 
endpoint. IAN can work in parallel with existing or new security requirements, such 
as application or network authorization and authentication, or local device 
authentication, including the use of Common Access Cards (CAC), Personal 
Identity Verification (PIV), biometric or other methods for user authentication, 
and can support tight integration with other methods as part of the IAN endpoint 
authentication process.

Access to individual enterprise resources is granted on a per-
session basis
Endpoint access to enterprise resources via IAN is based on least privilege "out of 
the box". Resources not authorized for access by the endpoint do not exist 
and are not available for connection with IAN. Each time an IAN-enabled 
endpoint initiates a connection to another endpoint, the IMCP verifies that the 
endpoint is authorized by policy to make the connection prior to establishing a 
secure and encrypted P2P connection between endpoints.
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In the event that the endpoint's IAN policy changes while the endpoint is 
connected, the policy update is communicated to the endpoint and
management platform in real-time. Should the policy change be related to
endpoint trust (e.g. device behavior indicates it should not be trusted), active 
communications by that endpoint can be terminated in real-time as the policy 
changes.

Access to resources is determined by dynamic policy—including the
observable state of client identity, application/service, and the
requesting asset—and may include other behavioral and 
environmental attributes
IAN's fundamental access model is based on least privileged access. IAN has a 
robust API, through which it can be tightly integrated with advanced 3rd party 
policy engines that incorporate behavioral and environmental attributes in 
determining endpoint trust. Out-of-the-box, IAN has a core endpoint policy 
management capability to enforce policy for endpoint access to resources.

The enterprise monitors and measures the integrity and security 
posture of all owned and associated assets
IAN was designed specifically to support tight integrations with other systems; its
robust API enables bi-directional integration with other 3rd party systems 
performing CDM and endpoint security posture analytics, enabling such systems
to pull from IAN logging data and push endpoint policy updates to IAN for policy
enforcement. For example, if analyses of user/device behavior indicate a
degraded security posture for a specific endpoint, real-time communication from
3rd party ZTA systems to IAN can cause the device to be de-activated, in real-time,
even as the device is engaged in active communications with other secured 
endpoints.
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All resource authentication and authorization are dynamic and 
strictly enforced before access is allowed
The IAN platform operates on a dynamic, event-based security model rather than 
the polling paradigm employed in other systems. As all agents maintain an 
active control connection to the IAN management platform, administrative 
changes to policy and permission are enforced immediately upon being put in 
place, including the termination of active enclaves and even entire user access.
Every new enclave request is checked again against policy before being allowed to 
proceed.

The enterprise collects as much information as possible about the
current state of assets, network infrastructure, and communications
and uses it to improve its security posture
IAN's robust API enables bi-directional integration with other 3rd party 
systems performing CDM and endpoint security posture analytics, enabling such 
systems to pull from IAN logging data and push endpoint policy updates to 
IAN for policy enforcement. IAN focuses on data related to endpoint connections to
the network, and to other endpoints/resources/services, where it collects basic 
statistics and logging data, such as records of what endpoint "talked" to what
other endpoints, when those communications occurred, for how long, and to what
extent.
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11 LOGICAL ARCHITECTURE

Control Plane

Data Plane

Fig 1: Logical Components of a ZTA: Orange coloring shows components where IAN
supports functionality "out of the box"

IAN's architecture contains some level of functionality across the components
highlighted in Figure 1. Through a robust API, IAN integrates with each of the
ideal logical components needed for a full ZT Solution as defined by NIST, which
can include integration with additional ID Management methods, or the use of 3rd
party Policy Engines to replace IAN's native policy engine functionality. IAN
architecture is based on separate control and data planes; all encrypted Layer 3
endpoint communications route directly between peers in a communication
session. The policy decision point (Policy Engine and Policy Administrator) and
the Policy Enforcement Point are contained within the IAN Management Cloud
Platform (IMCP), which is a containerized architecture.

The IMCP, which can be deployed to public or private cloud or private data 
centers, coordinates the establishment of encrypted enclaves between IAN agent-
enabled resources. It authenticates endpoints, applies endpoint resource 
authorizations, pushes real-time endpoint policy updates, and enforces access 
policies between endpoint and services or other endpoints, automates ephemeral
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IAN ARCHITECTURE OVERLAY FOR NIST ZTA

IAN's architecture contains functionality across the components highlighted in 
Figure 1.
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digital certificate administration, and manages endpoint and session availability. 
The enforcement mechanism allows for the immediate termination of a session per
role, user, or policy while in session, should the policy change or endpoint confidence 
scoring drop below a target threshold.

IAN manages IDs, data access policies, (ephemeral) PKI certificates, and network 
and system activity logs out of the box. IANwas created with modularity and 
extensible architecture in mind, allowing integration with external systems and 
applications via APIs and messaging specifications. In many IT environments, the 
remaining logical components, including a CDM, an industry compliance system, 
threat intelligence, and a SIEM, already exist. IAN provides the adaptability and 
expanding API catalog required to work with the most popular applications 
addressing these functions. It is also possible to augment or replace existing IAN 
components, such as Policy Management, ID management, and endpoint 
authentication, allowing for faster adoption and less disruption to existing IT 
portfolios.

IAN employs an agent to facilitate the management of System and Resource 
security. IAN's agents can be configured to a different level of granularity based on 
the System or Resource type that is supported. Multiple architectural
configurations are possible due to the variety of configuration options. IAN client 
configurations include:

Managed Clients: mostly for user-attended devices, where the user can control 
IAN connectivity
Unmanaged Clients: for unattended endpoints, such as IoT devices
Connection Options: endpoints can be configured to automatically connect to
the IAN service on startup and/or establish data connections with authorized 
Resources
Service Clients, which control access to Resources:

Resource Dedicated: Service Client provides access to a single 
resource; the system on which the agent is installed
Gateway: Service Client provides access to multiple resources located 
adjacent to it; routing the traffic through
Load Balanced: Service Clients are grouped together under a Named 
Service; all are regarded as interchangeable providers of the same 
service, and clients will be distributed as needed; these devices may 
operate in either the simple or gateway mode
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Fig 2: IAN configuration enabling Device Agent/Gateway Model

An IAN Agent (in managed/unmanaged client configuration) is deployed
on each System that will access the Data Resource
An IAN Agent (in Service Client configuration) is deployed at the Data Resource 
Group membership & Policy as defined in the IMCP determines access
The IMCP validates permission & policy for each session & on an ongoing basis 
during the session's duration
The IMCP also collects statistics & monitors activity
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NIST provides several deployment variations for a Zero Trust Architecture. Of the
various deployments, IAN supports both the Device Agent/Gateway and the
Enclave-Based Deployment.

In a Device Agent/Gateway-based deployment:
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Fig 3: IAN configuration enabling Enclave Gateway Model

An IAN Agent (in managed/unmanaged client configuration) is deployed on 
each system that will access any of the Resources in the Resource Enclave 
An IAN Agent (in Service Client configuration) is deployed in front of the 
group of Resources forming the Resource Enclave
The Service Client is configured with IAN's Additional-Advertisements 
policy to set the IPs/ranges comprising the resources to which it provides
access
The IMCP validates permission & policy for each session & on an ongoing basis 
during the session's duration
The IMCP also collects statistics & monitors activity

In an Enclave Gateway Model deployment:
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ALIGNMENT TO USE CASES IN NIST 800-2715
Enterprise with Satellite Facilities

IAN, by design, creates a network tunnel between two resources and manages the 
connection through policy regardless of the network or resource/endpoint location. IAN
does not require the use of an organization's specific local network, nor a dedicated
infrastructure to establish the enclave, and therefore is not limited by network
bandwidth; nor will IAN require specialized hardware such as a Multiprotocol Label
Switch (MPLS) to secure network traffic. Any endpoint with the IAN agent installed
will be able to make specific requests to resources that the specific endpoint is
allowed to access, managed through the IMCP.

Multi-Cloud/Cloud-to-Cloud Enterprise

IAN addresses multi-cloud enterprises in the same way it addresses satellite 
facilities. Because of its unique approach to securing and establishing specific 
tunnels between endpoint resources, the location of the resource or the control 
plane does not affect how IAN operates. Whether the data plane is in the same 
cloud, another cloud, or on-premise, the overall mechanism of how the secure 
connection is created will not be impacted. The enclave established will be 
between the ultimate location ofthe resources/endpoints and not require passage
through the Policy Engine/Policy Administrator.

Enterprise with Contracted Services and/or Non-Employee Access

Since IAN removes any inherent application of trust simply through its connection 
to a specific network, any 3rd party or guest users of building infrastructure will not be
able to access enterprise resources. All resources are removed from visibility on
the physical network and exist only in the IAN overlay, where they may only be 
accessed via enclaves authorized by the IMCP.

Enterprise with Public or Customer-Facing Services

IAN requires the use of the IAN agent and does not operate with unknown members of
the general public; however, it can still be used to secure all internal, east- west
traffic between components of a public-facing system.
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Tony Schwarz
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